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❖ (Non-)availability of analysis codes is a game-changer
➢ Most BSM model exploration requires running some signal-model BSM sample(s) through 

reproductions of the experimental event-analysis
➢ ⇒ yield estimates (modulo MC stats and systs) ⇒ likelihoods ⇒ recast limits, etc.

❖ For most purposes this means lightweight codes
➢ RECAST etc. crucial for sci record, internal reproducibility and combinations, full-detail reanalyses
➢ For pheno community & big adaptive scans, analysis-point turnaround needs to be short
➢ Also essential to have programmatic validation material: many pheno efforts burn-out on the 

reproduction effort with custom process for each analysis

❖ Many promising initiatives; how to support?
■ Rivet programme in ATLAS and CMS measurements
■ Rivet for heavy-ion (ALICE, STAR/PHENIX)
■ SimpleAnalysis from ATLAS SUSY (modulo questions about det-sim validation)
■ Some MadAnalysis5 publication from CMS
■ CMS use of Rivet library to define fiducial physics objects!

➢ Coverage very dependent on area / conveners
➢ How to effectively incentivize? Needs to be clearly value-adding, not a post-hoc procedural irritant
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❖ Excellent talks yesterday and today highlighting issues
➢ Feedback on why analyses sometimes aren’t used / usable
➢ Why differences in physics-area coverage? (After prioritizing)
➢ Push to preserve (multiple) theory/background predictions, too

❖ Validation and longevity
➢ Cutflows in umpteen different formats and conventions…
➢ Non-numeric data (PDF tables)
➢ Reference points: which UFO / BSM config? Which jet config? How 

to report for easy/automatic checking (and estimate approx error).
➢ Could we preserve and link reference MC samples?
➢ What effective detector biases? MA5 uses custom Delphes per 

analysis… (ML?) routes to easily estimate and preserve? 

❖ Incentivisation
➢ Reducing technical barriers: which aspects are hardest?
➢ Not Invented Here phenomenon: no One Common Framework, but 

are there issues requiring the internal experiment toolkits?
➢ What initiatives / career rewards would encourage data-reuse?

Issues raised
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❖  

CMS searches perspective
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from Sitian Qian



❖  

CMS measurements perspective
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from Markus Seidel



❖  

ATLAS searches perspective
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from Yvonne Ng
plus Giordan’s talk just now



❖  

ATLAS measurements perspective
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from Matous Vozak



❖ Technical
➢ What obstacles to routine preparation in data / code ecosystem?
➢ ML preservations ⇒ validation and regression checks even more 

crucial (cf. ATLAS-SUS-2019-04 experience)
➢ Stability and longevity: how can we ensure the code still does the 

right thing in 2040? 2050? Beyond? Curation or containers?

❖ Validation
➢ Huge pain / obstacle to preservation: figuring out the reference 

models, add cutflow checkpoints in the code (→re-ordering…)
➢ Building cutflows / control distributions into analyses? Link to 

HepData? Ref HepMC samples on Zenodo?

❖ Social
➢ Valuing work that makes science reusable beyond The Paper
➢ Current (experimental) perceptions?
➢ Phenomenology input? Cross-community collaboration 

opportunities?

❖ AOB?

Open questions / discussion topics
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